January 2015 Agenda/video timeline

00.00 - Intro
05.00 - Agenda - Action List primer
06.30 - What is an Action List
07.26 - Where Action Lists live
09.20 - Action Lists - default actions
10.00 - Using selections in Action Lists.
         Anatomy of an Action List
13.00 - Searching for/how to find an Actions

Selections in Action Lists
13.30 - Making an Action List to find Rich Black elements
14.40 - Using 'log selection' to help check/debug an Action List
18.29 - Making an Action List to find non-embedded fonts
20.15 - Making an Action List to find text
21.50 - Marking an Action List to find images
22.30 - Making an Action List to find the word 'instructions'
24.20 - Making an Action List to select objects within a particular area

Changes/fixes in Action Lists
27.25 - Making an Action List to find Rich Black
29.00 - Adjusting the existing Action List to fix missing fonts
         Changing to a new font
33.36 - Using Monotype Cloud solution for handling missing fonts
37.10 - Adjusting existing Action List to add text to a PDF layer
38.44 - Adjusting existing Action List to convert images to Grayscale
39.40 - Adjusting existing Action List to move text position
40.40 - Question: about Grayscale conversion and color management
42.00 - Contact information for topics for future sessions etc

43.00 - Preflight Checks in Action Lists
45.00 - Logical operators (AND, OR, NOT) in Action Lists
47.50 - Real world examples of Logical Operators
         Selecting RGB Images
52.00 - Select small text in a defined spot color
54.30 - Adding a NOT (explanation and example)
56.50 - Selecting all colorspace except CMYK using OR and NOT
60.01 - Variables within Action Lists
         - adding a variable line of text to the document (Trim Box size)
         - using Smart Preflight with Action Lists

END